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Abstract 
Suppose there are k sets each containing n lines in the plane. One might be interested in 
locating the points intersected by at least one line from each set. This paper describes an 
algorithm which locates all those vertices using O(kn*) time and O(kn) space. The method relies 
heavily on the topological plane sweep of Edelsbrunner and Guibas (1989). 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we solve the following problem, which was posed by Avis and Imai 
[l]: given k sets of n lines in the plane, find the points that are contained on at least 
one line from each set. 
A solution arises immediately when we notice that the lines form an arrangement 
and that the solutions consist of some of the vertices of this structure. By applying 
Edelsbrunner and Guibas’ topological plane sweep algorithm (TPSA), all solutions 
can be located using O(k2n2) time and O(kn) space, given that the solutions need not 
be kept after they have been examined. 
In this paper we reduce the time complexity to 0(kn2), while keeping the same 
space complexity. This is obtained by dividing the original arrangement into k - 1 
different ones, where each of them contains two sets of lines, one set being present in 
all of them. The topological plane sweep algorithm is applied to all arrangements, 
making use of the property that a solution will have to be represented by a vertex in all 
k - 1 arrangements. 
In Section 2 a brief description of the topological plane sweep algorithm is 
provided. This will be necessary in order to understand the algorithm that is pres- 
ented. Section 3 will describe the algorithm. This section includes an analysis of its 
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complexity. Then we present a different algorithm for the case where the lines in each 
set are parallel. Although the complexity of the latter algorithm remains the same, it 
involves very few data structures, requires no sweeping of arrangements, and is 
certainly simpler to implement. We finally discuss the case where we want to find the 
points contained on lines from t of k sets. 
2. Topological plane sweep 
In this section we give a brief description of the topological plane sweep algorithm 
(TPSA). It is taken directly from [2]. For a more formal treatment he reader is 
referred to this paper, and to [3]. A line arrangement with the components described 
below is illustrated in Fig. 1. 
Consider an arrangement A(H) of n nonvertical ines Ii, lz, . . . , 1,. This arrangement 
contains vertices, edges (either segments or half-lines) and regions produced by the 
lines. The regions are the convex portions of the plane bounded by the other 
components. Afuce of the arrangement may indicate any of these elements. Such an 
arrangement always contains exactly one region Y not below any other face and 
exactly one region L% not above any other face of A(H). We define a cut %’ as 
a sequence cl, c2, . . . . c, of edges of A(H) such that 
(1) c1 is an edge of Y and c, is an edge of L%, and 
(2) for each i, 1 < i < n - 1 we have that ci and ci+i are both incident upon region 
pi such that ci is above Wi and ci+l is below Wi. 
This defines a one-to-one correspondence between the lines of A(H) and the edges 
of a cut %?. We define a left-of relation among the cuts of A(H) by considering that cut 
‘is is left-of cut ~j if for every line I the edge of 1 in pi is the same, or on the left of the 
Fig. 1. A line arrangement with its different components. 
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edge of 1 in %?j A right-of relation is defined in the obvious symmetric way. Each 
arrangement contains a (unique) leftmost cut, which is on left of every other, and 
similarly a (unique) rightmost cut. 
A topological plane sweep consists of, starting from the leftmost cut, pushing a (not 
necessarily straight) line to the rightmost cut by a series of elementary steps such that 
the edges intersecting the line always define a cut, the line intersecting no vertices. An 
elementary step consists of passing from cut ‘is, to wkk+r by permuting the edges 
ci,ci+l,..*,ci+l that share their right vertex v. Also these edges must be the only ones 
in the arrangement that have v as a right endpoint. In their paper, Edelsbrunner and 
Guibas proved that such a vertex always exists unless we are at the rightmost cut, so 
the algorithm will always terminate. They also provide an algorithm that performs 
this task in O(n’) time and O(n) space, using perturbation techniques to handle the 
case where more than two lines intersect at the same point. In [3] a slight modification 
to this algorithm which allows to handle these degenerate cases without recourse to 
perturbation techniques is described. 
3. Description of the algorithm 
3.1. Subdividing the arrangement 
Let us recall the problem that is the object of this paper. There are given k sets 
So,S 1, . . . , St _ I as input, each containing n lines in E2, and the vertices where at least 
one line from each set intersects must be reported. 
This problem can be viewed as a simple application of the algorithm described in 
the previous section. By sweeping the line arrangement formed by the input data and 
with a little extra effort when the vertices are processed, all the solutions can be 
reported in 0(k2n2) space, using O(kn) space. 
When analyzing the plane sweep solution of the complete arrangement of kn lines, 
we realize that the time complexity derives from the fact that all the (y) vertices that 
may be present in the arrangement have to be processed. But all those that do not 
involve a line from each set are indeed of no interest, and they can be simply ignored. 
The algorithm presented here uses this idea to keep the space complexity at O(kn), 
while using only 0(kn2) time. The trick to avoid processing many vertices is to break 
down the original arrangement into k - 1 of them. Each arrangement A(Hi), 
1 < i < k - 1, will contain the set of lines Hi formed by the sets So and Si. This way 
each arrangement produces at most ($‘) vertices, resulting in a total of 0(kn2) of them. 
All solutions can be found by considering only the vertices of this new structure. Let 
us assume there is a solution at (x, y). Then there must be an intersection between 
a line of So and a line of Si at (x, y) in A(H,). The same holds for lines from So and S2 
in A(H,), and so on. In fact, (x, y) is a solution if and only if there is an intersection 
between lines from different sets in each arrangement. We will designate by mixed 
vertices those within an arrangement that intersect lines from the two different sets. 
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This property provides the basis for the algorithm. It consists of applying the TPSA 
to every arrangement simultaneously, each being swept with a different line, and 
detecting on the fly the positions where there is a mixed vertex in every arrangement. 
By detecting on the fly it is meant hat the vertices which are potential solutions will be 
kept in memory until a solution is reported at that position, or it is guaranteed that 
there is no solution at this point. Avis and Imai [l] showed that the number of 
solutions, and by consequence of potential solutions, can reach cn*/k, c a constant, 
when k < ,,&. This was obtained using a result from Szemeredi and Trotter [4]. 
Therefore we must be careful that not too many vertices are stored at one time if we 
are to maintain the desired bound. 
This property about the solutions is also true for many subdivisions of the 
arrangement which are different han the one used here. For instance, if the lines were 
partitioned into k/2 disjoint subarrangements, each containing two sets, the condition 
for having a solution would be the same. But the TPSA does not guarantee to process 
all vertices in increasing order along any axis. So there would be no easy directives as 
to how each sweep line should proceed: when to keep a potential solution and when to 
discard it, using only linear space. However the TPSA does output the vertices on any 
given line of the arrangement in increasing order along the x-axis. Now the reason to 
put SO in each arrangement becomes obvious. The lines of SO constitute a convenient 
reference frame between the different arrangements. They allow us to discover rapidly 
when potential solutions are indeed not solutions. In Fig. 2, for instance, the potential 
solution at vertex a can be discarded as soon as vertex b has been processed, since 
there is no vertex on 1 between b and c in A(H,). 
3.2. Notation and data structures 
This section will explain the general philosophy of the algorithm, introduce the data 
structures and define some notation. From now on, every time a line Ii will be referred 
to, it will be assumed it belongs to S,,. This will designate the same line present in all 
k - 1 arrangements. 1: will specify line Ii in arrangement A(Hj). We will call current 
vertices those that are the right endpoints of an edge of the cut, and candidate the 
current vertices that could be swept immediately by the TPSA, i.e. those vertices for 
which all the edges adjacent on the left are already in the cut. 
The notion of an active vertex plays a major role in this algorithm. A vertex v on l{ is 
active if the following three conditions are met: u is a mixed candidate vertex; u has 
maximum x-coordinate among all current vertices on I:, t = 1, . . . , k - 1; and all other 
candidate vertices (if any) with same x-coordinate as v on I:, t = 1, . . . , k - 1 are mixed. 
Referring again to Fig. 2, vertex a would be active, but neither b (it does not have 
maximum x-coordinate among current vertices on I), nor c (it is not a candidate 
vertex) is active. 
The active vertices will constitute the set of potential solutions. A vertex stays active 
as long as it has not been determined whether it constitutes a solution or not. It is 
deactivated at the moment either of these hypotheses is confirmed. 
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- Lines from So 
----.--.- Lines from other sets 
Fig. 2. Vertex a is discarded as potential solution as soon as b is processed. 
At any time during the execution of the algorithm, each line 1; owns at most one 
active vertex. An active vertex present on 1; for m different values of j corresponds to 
m +l lines, including one from So, intersecting at the same point in the original 
arrangement. In Fig. 3, the active vertex on line I represented by vertices a and b in 
two of the three arrangements corresponds to three lines intersecting at this position. 
The sweep line will refrain from processing an active vertex until either a solution is 
found at the position occupied by the vertex, or the vertex can be deactivated 
according to some conditions to be detailed. 
An interesting property about activation (that will be detailed later) is that a vertex 
can be activated only once, at the moment it becomes a candidate vertex. If it is not 
activated at this moment, or after it is deactivated, then it can never be activated again. 
The difficulty is then to decide quickly when vertices are to be activated and 
deactivated, and also to decide which vertex is to be processed next. The latter 
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Fig. 3. Verhces a and b are active. but not c. 
problem comes from the fact that even if a vertex could be swept over according to the 
TPSA, the operation can not be done as long as the vertex is active. 
To deal with these problems, only a few data structures will be required. They 
consist of: 
- Next [l . . kn]. A stack containing all candidate nonactive vertices. These vertices 
can be processed by the algorithm as soon as they are pushed on the stack. 
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_ Ahead [ 1 . . n]. A list of pointers to linked lists. Ahead [i] contains j in its list if there is 
an active vertex on line li. This is where the active vertices “wait” to be deactivated, 
and then pushed onto Next. In the case where more than one line of So intersects 
the same vertex, the vertex will reside only in the list with smallest i. 
_ Top[ 1. n]. Top[i] contains the value of the maximum x-coordinate of all current 
vertices on I{, 1 < j Q k - 1. 
_ Nb[l . . n]. Nb[i] counts the number of arrangements with an active vertex on Ii. 
Nb[i] is set to 0 if there is no active vertex on li, but the next one on this line could 
be located at Top[i]. Nb[i] is set to - 1 if the next active vertex on Ii must have its 
x-coordinate greater than Top [ i]. 
In the last three structures, the ith entry corresponds to line Ii. The values assigned 
for one line have no impact on the values for other lines. 
4. The algorithm 
The first step in the procedure is to initiate the TPSA in all subarrangements, as 
described in Section 2. At this point each sweep line is in the leftmost cut of its 
respective arrangement. Now the first set of values for the new structures can be 
assigned. For each Ii the arrangement containing the current vertex on Ii with 
maximum x-coordinate is found in O(k) time. This provides the values for Top. Then 
the values for Nb can be determined with the same amount of work. Nb[i] = - 1 if at 
Top[i] on some l{ there is a nonmixed candidate vertex, which means that there can be 
no solution at this position. Nb[i] is set to m if there are m arrangements with a mixed 
candidate vertex at Top[i], which implies that for m values of j, li contains an active 
vertex. Otherwise Nb[i] is set to 0. 
Then the candidate vertices have to be taken care of. Those that are not activated 
are pushed onto Next. The others are candidate vertices which are active and are 
appended to a list of Ahead, where Ahead [i] points to the list of active vertices coming 
from Ii. The vertices wait in these lists until they are deactivated. 
At this point the algorithm starts sweeping the arrangements. All vertices will be 
processed, one at a time. This procedure, in addition to the normal operations of the 
TPSA, includes checking whether a solution is found and updating the additional 
data structures. 
The vertex to be swept over is popped from Next. This vertex may come from any 
arrangement. After the sweep line passes over it, we have to consider the vertices 
which are the right endpoints of the new edges in the cut. In Fig. 4 these are vertices 
a and b. If the edge is a half-line, then we consider the right endpoint to be at infinity. 
Let u be the right endpoint of a new edge in the cut after an elementary step. If v is 
a candidate and does not involve lines from S,,, then it can immediately be pushed 
onto Next. Otherwise some work has to be done related to some of the lines 
intersecting u. If u is a candidate the action must be taken on all lines of So intersecting 
v (i.e. on the entries of the data structures corresponding to the given lines.) Otherwise 
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Fig. 4. Vertices a and b require some work after an elementary step at I( 
the action is taken on Ii only if Ii contains an edge that appeared in a cut after the last 
elementary step, and whose right endpoint is v. The action taken with respect o line Ii 
depends on how the x-coordinate of v (call it x,) compares to Top[i], and whether v is 
mixed or not. The actions that can be taken are described below. In every case, the 
data structures are updated following the same pattern: Nb[i] is assigned one, or 
incremented by one when a vertex is activated; Top[i] is set to x, if x, E Ii and 
x, > Top[i]; new active vertices are added to a list in Ahead, and finally new 
nonactive candidates and deactivated vertices are pushed onto Next. The possible 
actions that can be taken are as follows. 
(i) u is not candidate: We consider the following two cases: 
_ x, < Top [ i] : Do nothing. 
_ x, > Top[i]: Deactivate vertices on li. Set Nb[i] = 0, because the next active 
vertex on li might be at x,. 
(ii) v is candidate: We consider the following three cases: 
_ x, < Top [ i] : Push v onto Next, because v is not activated. 
- x, > Top[i]: Deactivate vertices on Ii. If v is mixed, activate v and set Nb[ i] 
to 1. Otherwise push v onto Next and Nb [i] to - 1, because no vertex can be 
activated on any li at Top[i]. 
_ x, = Top[i]: If v is nonmixed, do the same as for x, > Top[i]. Otherwise we 
first check if there is a solution at xv, i.e. if Nb[i] = k - 2. If so, then the 
vertices from li are deactivated, and Nb[i] set to - 1. If there was no 
solution, we just add 1 to Nb[i] and activate v. 
4.1. Correctness 
There is not much to argue as to what can go wrong. A solution cannot be reported 
where there is none, and the conditions for deactivating a vertex guarantee that no 
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solutions will be discarded. It remains to show that all the arrangements will always 
be swept completely. We know that sweeping a line arrangement will always termin- 
ate. But in the previous section, the reader can note that no particular procedure has 
been provided to handle the case where every candidate vertex is active at the same 
time, which would cause a deadlock. This is because the situation can never occur, as 
a consequence of the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. When all candidate vertices are mixed, the one with minimum x-coordinate 
is not active. 
Proof. Assume all candidates are active at some point. Let u be the active vertex with 
minimum x-coordinate, and assume it lies on li in arrangement A(Hj) (see Fig. 5). The 
I 
.**____*.--..-. 
- Lines from S, 
------- Lines from olher sets 
Fig. 5. If u is active, it cannot be the candidate vertex with minimum x-coordinate over all arrangements. 
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fact that u is active in A(Hj) implies that in at least one other arrangement A(H,) the 
current vertex w on li is not active. By the rules for activation w must have its 
x-coordinate no higher than the one of v. Also w is not a candidate, otherwise by the 
first assumption it would have to be active. But it was proved in [2] that, in any cut, 
the current vertex with lowest x-coordinate must be a candidate. Therefore there must 
be a candidate vertex in A(H,) with its x-coordinate smaller than that of wi contradict- 
ing the choice of v. 0 
This lemma, together with the fact that the vertices are pushed onto Next as soon as 
they are candidates and nonactive, proves that there is always a candidate in Next, 
unless the sweeping of all arrangements has been completed. 
4.2. Complexity 
It has been already established that the time required to sweep an arrangement of 
2n lines is O(n’). Therefore this aspect in our procedure will use a total of O(kn2) time. 
So what is left to be determined now is the time used by the additional work that is 
made to detect the solutions. This work consists of activating and deactivating the 
vertices, and updating the new data structures. 
The vertices can be activated and deactivated in constant time. The only operations 
required for the activation of a vertex are to compare its x-coordinate with the 
corresponding value in Top, and to append it at the end of a list in Ahead. Deactivat- 
ing a vertex simply consists of pushing it onto Next. When this occurs, all the vertices 
of a same list are deactivated at the same time, hence no special searching in one of 
these lists is ever required. Each vertex can be activated and deactivated at most once, 
and is verified only once for activation. So the whole process of activating and 
deactivating is proportional to the number of vertices, and therefore uses O(kn2) time. 
All the other operations only involve reading and updating the new data structures 
Top and Nb. Updating the data structures assigned to li after an elementary step 
requires a constant amount of time, since the only operations are to check for 
a solution on li by examining the value of Nb[i], then possibly to increment this value 
by one or to set it to 0 or - 1 after a constant time test, and to update the value of 
Top[i]. 
Therefore the question is to determine how many times the structures have to be 
updated. An examination of the procedure described in Section 4 tells us that the 
answer is at most twice the number of edges from each line of So in each arrangement, 
which adds up to 0(kn2). An update on the structures assigned to li is executed only 
when a new edge from li appears in the cut of one of the arrangements, and when the 
right endpoint of an edge from Ii already in the cut becomes candidate. 
The space complexity is obtained by observing that all the new structures require 
O(kn) space, which is equivalent to what is needed for the sweeping of k - 1 
arrangements of 2n lines. The sizes of Top and Nb are fixed at n. The size of Next is 
bounded by the number of candidate vertices which can be present at any time, and 
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this is bounded by 2kn, or at most one per line. Finally, each list in Ahead holds at 
most k - 1 elements at any time, since each element of a list corresponds to an 
arrangement. Thus the size of Ahead is bounded by kn. 
5. Special case: sets contain parallel lines 
The problem can be solved using a different approach when it is known that the 
lines in each set are parallel. With this new method it is not necessary to build or visit 
an arrangement. Although the space and time requirements remain unchanged, the 
design and the data structures of this algorithm are much simpler, which makes it 
easier to implement. 
The method is easier to describe when we consider the dual of the lines. By mapping 
the line y = mx + b to a point ( - m, - b), we see that all the n lines from a set Si 
will map to n points in a set Sp having the same x-coordinate, due to the fact that 
parallel lines have the same slope. This implies that the k sets of lines map to k sets of 
points, the points in each set lying on a line parallel to the y-axis. Furthermore, it is 
well known that k concurrent lines in the primal space map to k colinear points in the 
dual. The task is now reduced to find the lines that intersect a point in each of the 
k sets in the dual. 
Consider a method to find all solutions involving a specific point of S”, (assuming 
that S”, is the leftmost set, Sy on its right, and so on). It is as follows: anchor a line at the 
point of Sdg, and make the line intersects the lowest point of St. Assuming that the 
points in each of Sf (i = 1 , . . . . k - 1) are sorted with respect to their ordinate, we 
check for each of these sets which point the line intersects, and if the line intersects 
none then in which interval it falls. We then rotate the line counterclockwise until it 
intersects the next point of S”, repeat the same process for the other sets, and so on for 
all points of S;‘. In this procedure we note that the overall process of updating the 
position of the line requires a linear amount of work in each set, since to get the new 
position in a set we just have to move upward from where the line stopped at the 
previous iteration. Therefore it requires O(kn) time to find all solutions involving one 
specific point from St. This will add up to O(kn2), the final complexity of the 
algorithm since the initial sorting procedure requires only O(kn log n) time. 
6. Finding less degenerate vertices 
A natural generalization of the problem is to find the points that are intersected by 
lines from t of the k sets. When t < k the subarrangements used so far are no longer 
sufficient to find all solutions. For instance if t = k - 1 a solution which involves all 
the sets except the one present in all subarrangements would not be detected by an 
algorithm sweeping these arrangements. This can be fixed by dividing the initial 
arrangement into k - 2 subarrangements containing three sets each, with sets SO and 
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Si included in each subarrangement. For t = k - 2 we would need k - 3 subarran- 
gements of 4 sets. As the value of t decreases relatively to k, the number of sets in each 
subarrangement increases. For an arbitrary t the algorithm must sweep t - 1 subar- 
rangements of (k - t + 2)~ lines, resulting in an O((t - l)(k - t + 2)2) time algo- 
rithm. For certain values oft, for instance when t = ck, c a constant, 0 < c < 1, the 
algorithm uses (asymptotically) 0(k3n2) time, which is less effective than sweeping the 
complete arrangement at once as k grows bigger. 
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